
Word Study teaches children to examine words to discover the origins, 
regularities, patterns, and conventions of the English language in  
order to read, write, spell and enhance oral language.

BRAIN RESEARCH SUGGESTS THAT 
STUDENTS GAIN GREATER LONG TERM 

MEMORY WHEN THEY ARE:
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Spelling, at Westport, is supported through 
targeted budgeting and resourcing. To 
monitor and track spelling progress we 
assess at the proximal zone of development 
at scheduled times throughout the year. 
We record data, for analysis, in an online 
data warehouse which is accessed by all 
teachers and leadership staff.
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WORD STUDY LANGUAGE

» Encourage students to compare and contrast features in words
» Sorting words to find words which fit a pattern from those that don’t
» Word hunts which reinforce the pattern
» Games and activities to apply word knowledge
» Reflecting upon learning and understanding
» Building upon knowledge by testing with some unknown words which fit the pattern
» Examining the origin of words and their meanings
» Explicit teaching of sounds and how letters combine in sound blending
» Thinking, talking and hands-on activities
» Engaging students with collaborative and individual activities
» Rhyme and rhythm of words

Sorting Organising words into groups based on similarities in their pattern or 
meaning

Odd balls Words that cannot be grouped into any of the identified categories of a 
sort, as there are always words which do not follow a general pattern

Vowel (V) One of 6 letters causing the mouth to open when vocalised (a, e, i, o, u and 
usually y). A single vowel sound is heard in every syllable of a word

Short vowel sounds (a,  e,   i,  o,  u ) Produced by breath e.g. cat, pet, tin, mop, bun

Long vowel sounds (a, e,   i,  o,  u) When a vowel says its name (like singing the alphabet) eg. 
say, tree, pine, coat, flute

Consonant (C) All letters other than vowels. Consonant sounds are blocked by the lips, 
tongue or teeth during articulation.

Sound marks / / Sound marks around a letter or pattern tell to focus on the sound rather 
than the actual letters eg. gem could be grouped as /j/

Westport’s spelling program, provides a whole school approach, based on 
word study where students are taught how to spell as opposed to teaching 
students what to spell. 

It is based on learning patterns that are transferable to writing rather than 
memorising unconnected words. It builds and expands upon skills learned 
in Jolly Phonics.

We use ‘Words Their Way’, a developmental, sequential spelling program 
where students are tested at 3 stages of development and grouped according 
to individual progression.

WORD STUDY LAYERS
Alphabet – learning the relationship between letters and sounds

Pattern – learning specific groups of letters and their sounds

Meaning – learning the meaning of groups of letters 
such as prefixes, suffixes and base words

5 SPELLER STAGES

Reference: ‘Words Their Way’ materials, principles, processes developed by 
Invernizzi, Bear & Templeton, revised for Australian students by Christine Killey and Co.

Year Levels Word Study Stage of Development

R-1 EMERGENT/JOLLY PHONICS

2-3 LETTER NAME ALPHABETIC/JOLLY PHONICS

3-5 WITHIN WORD PATTERN

4-6 SYLLABLES AND AFFIXES

5-6 DERIVATIONAL RELATIONS

TEACHING STRATEGIESWORD STUDY




